
When checking your height at
home, stand with your back to
the wall without your shoes on.
Place a tissue box on top of you
head and have someone mark
your exact height with a dot on

the wall. Note: The tissue dox
helps greatly to ensure you mark

is exactly horizontally at 90
degrees to the wall.

M1 Height

MEASUREMENT INSTRUCTION

Below is the standard measurement Chart for men to help
customer measure themselves correctly. Please follow the
measurement positions as close as possible to ensure your
measurements are located in the same location as per the

scanning system. 

PLEASE NOTE:

Individual clients may apply different marker
locations in which case follow their markers as per there

website instructions



This is a circumference
measurement that needs to be

taken by wrapping the tape
measure 360 degrees around the
neck as per the line on the avatar
Make sure your measurement is

in exactly the same position as
shown on the avatar. Different retailer

may set the maker slightly higher

M2 Neck

This is a straight line
measurement from the edge of
your right shoulder to the edge

of your left shoulder. Typically
this is from the exact sides of

your body similar to where the
shoulder on a shirt or jacket

would connect to the arm sleeves

M3 Shoulder to shoulder (front)

Like the front marker this is a
straight line measurement that

measure the exact size of your shoulders
as demonstrated by the marker. Note: the
back is normally larger that the front on a

man because of the shoulder blades

M4 Shoulder to shoulder (back)



This is a straight line
measurement The length of your

back is from the neck marker to
the waist marker as shown on the 

avatar. Note: your waist is located just
below the ribcage slightly above

the belly button not lower 
as many people think.

M5 Back length

Once again this is a straight line
measurement. The front length

measurement is similar to the back
length. This photo shows better where

to locate your waist measurement.
The waist location may differ from

retailer to retailer and is typical of
an American sizing for trouser

waists to be measured where as an
Italian designed may set the marker

closer to the upper hip

M6 Front length

This is acircumference measurement
that needs to be taken by wrapping

the tape measure 360degrees around
the torso at the level of the

nipples. Breath normally when
taking this measurements to

ensure the measurement is
as close as it can be

M7 Chest



Once again, a circumference
measurement that is taken is just
below the man’s breast; similar as

shown on the figure to the left.
This may be omitted if a man does

not have larger than normal breasts.

M8 Under chest

This is acircumference
measurement taken by placing the

tape 360 around the waistline.
Note: your waist is located just

below the ribcage slightly above the
belly button as per the figure to the
left; not lower as many people think.

M9 Waist

A circumference measurement that
is taken at the top of your pelvis as

demonstrated of the figure.
An Italian designer may use the

point to indicate the top of the
trouser length sooner than the waist.

These are called hipster pants

M10 Upper hip



A circumference measurement
taken just above the crouch, on
the lower hip following the hip

bone placement of the upper leg
around the buttocks.

M11 Lower hip 

This is a multi point marker
measurement that is taken A to B

from the neck marker to the end of
the shoulders. B to C end of

shoulders to the elbow. C to D
elbow to the knuckle bone in the

wrist. The scanning system detects
these points on your body and give
an accurate length for each portion

of the measurement. Some tailor
may require longer sleeve lengths. 

M12 Arm length

The upper arm or bicep’s are
normally taken at the widest point

of the biceps. Normally a tailor
will allow more room in this area
if a man has well defined biceps

however the scanning system will
take the measurements as per the

relaxed state with the arms down
by the sides.

M13 Upper arm

A
B

C

D



The wrist is a circumference
measurement that is taken just

below the wrist knuckle bone, at
the point where the hand tilts

down or up.

M14 Wrist

The thigh is once again a
circumference measurement taken

normally just below the crouch at
the thickest point of the thighs.

M15 Thigh

The leg length is a straight line
measurement that is taken from the

top of the waist to the ankle bone,
or just touching the top of the foot.
This normally depicts the length of

trousers and should be taken
carefully depending on the individua

designers measurement charts.

M16 Leg



Crotch to Ankle is straight line
measurement generally used for
designers to measure the inside

trouser lengths. For the purpose of
this scanning please use this

marker reference as it is an
important measurement for the

inside leg.

M17 Crotch to Ankle

Under knee is a circumference
measurement taken just below the

knee joint. This predicts the taper
of the upper leg and thigh.

M18 Under knee

A circumference measurement
taken as shown on the left at the

thickest part of the calf

M19 Calf



Finally, the ankle measurement is a
circumference measurement taken

at the top of the foot across the
ankle bone.

M20 Ankle

Visit us https://threedeemee.com/create-your-avatar/


